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Abstract: Standard compliant parameter calculation in surface topography analysis takes the
manufacturing process into account. Thus, the measurement technician can be supported with
automated suggestions for preprocessing, filtering and evaluation of the measurement data based on
the character of the surface topography. Artificial neuronal networks (ANN) are one approach for
the recognition or classification of technical surfaces. However the required set of training data for
ANN is often not available, especially when data acquisition is time consuming or expensive—as e.g.,
measuring surface topography. Thus, generation of artificial (simulated) data becomes of interest.
An approach from time series analysis is chosen and examined regarding its suitability for the
description of technical surfaces: the ARMAsel model, an approach for time series modelling which
is capable of choosing the statistical model with the smallest prediction error and the best number
of coefficients for a certain surface. With a reliable model which features the relevant stochastic
properties of a surface, a generation of training data for classifiers of artificial neural networks is
possible. Based on the determined ARMA-coefficients from the ARMAsel-approach, with only few
measured datasets many different artificial surfaces can be generated which can be used for training
classifiers of an artificial neural network. In doing so, an improved calculation of the model input data
for the generation of artificial surfaces is possible as the training data generation is based on actual
measurement data. The trained artificial neural network is tested with actual measurement data of
surfaces that were manufactured with varying manufacturing methods and a recognition rate of the
according manufacturing principle between 60% and 78% can be determined. This means that based
on only few measured datasets, stochastic surface information of various manufacturing principles
can be extracted in a way that a distinction of these surfaces is possible by an ANN. The ARMAsel
approach is proven to provide the relevant stochastic information for the training of the ANN with
artificially generated lapped, reamed, ground, horizontally milled, milled and turned surface profiles.
Keywords: surface modeling; time series models; neural networks

1. Introduction
In surface topography analysis, parameter calculation (such as Ra/Sa, Rz/Sz, Rk/Sk etc.)
according to ISO-standards [1–4] can be challenging for the user. Assistance software systems such as
“OptAssyst” can be useful tools for the selection of measurement parameters that are compliant to
the existing standardization [5,6]. Correctly applied evaluation procedures are essential in order to
achieve a comparability of the results generated by varying measuring instruments [7].
A surface topography measurement device can be used for a broad variety of measurement tasks.
The measurement parameters have to be chosen accordingly to the surface type of the measuring object.
An automated classification of measurement objects would lead to a safer choice of those parameters.
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For an automated classification of surface topography data, a method based on artificial neural
networks (ANN) can be an option (among other approaches e.g., based on signal processing [8,9]).
Neural networks have the advantage that they do not have to be parameterized manually. Since the
amount of data required for successful training is large (thousands of measurements), and measurement
of topographies is time consuming (and expensive), the generation of artificial training data (simulated
data) represents a valid alternative.
With artificially generated surfaces, much training data can be generated at low costs. For its
generation, however, information representing the desired surface needs to be provided. Generally,
for the description of rough surfaces different approaches have been utilized in the past: amongst
others, functional surface characterization and feature-based parameters are a current trend to extract
information from a surface [10]. Relevant information for the generation of surfaces has been provided
by moving average (MA) models with a defined power spectrum (PSD) [11], auto-regressive (AR)
models [12], models based on the autocorrelation function and FFT [7] and probability density functions
for simulating a desired height distribution (see [13] for a review). A common approach is the (manual)
specification of a defined auto-correlation function (ACF) or power spectral density (PSD), as for
example suggested by Wu [14]. The reason is that both the PSD and ACF contain integral information
about the surface characteristics as they are related by the Fourier Transform [15]. Jacobs et al.
provided a detailed examination of the application of the PSD in surface topography measurement [16].
Krolczyk et al. used the PSD function for the comparison of different surfaces [17].
With the approach described by Wu also a simulation of surfaces that have a non-Gaussian
height distribution is possible, a type of surface which has as well been addressed in various other
studies [18–20]. Generally, the manufacturing principle does not only influence the height distribution
but also other surface texture features such as the directionality (see e.g., [21]). Other approaches for
the modeling of surface roughness are the extraction of information of a time series by if-then-rules [22],
the use of stochastic surface features [23] and models for non-linear dynamical systems [24].
A successfully trained classifier for surface type recognition for a two-class-problem based on
artificially generated ground and honed surfaces, which can be applied to measurement data with an
appropriate classification rate, has been shown in previous work. For the calculation of the profiles
which served as training data, a model based on a known autocorrelation function (ACF) was chosen
as input data [7]. The disadvantage of the model presented in [7] is that it is not based on real
measurement data and that it requires manual parametrization.
Hence, we propose a method that simulates the training data for the classifiers based on the
measurement data of component surfaces. The calculated time series model coefficients from few
sample data can serve as input for the generation of artificial surfaces that are then used for the training
of classifiers for an ANN (Figure 1). Auto-regressive (AR), moving average (MA) and auto-regressive
moving average (ARMA) models have been previously applied for the characterization of rough
surfaces and the statistical description of roughness (see e.g., [11,12,25]). We propose an approach
based on the ARMAsel model presented by Broersen [26] which can find the best possible time series
model for an accurate description of a measured surface.
With the time series model, the frequency properties of the surface can be calculated. Thus, it is
possible to provide a statistical description of real engineering surfaces which serves as input data for
a sound calculation of artificial surfaces. An improved description of technical roughness compared to
intuitively selected models and numbers of parameters can be achieved. The quality of the models is
evaluated and recommendations for the description of roughness are presented.
Amongst others, Seewig proposed the combined auto-regressive moving average (ARMA) model,
which describes a roughness profile r by the NAR auto-regressive coefficients AR j , the NMA moving
average coefficients MA j and a Gaussian-distributed noise vector n [25]:
rk +

NAR

NMA

j =1

j =1

∑ rk− j · AR j = nk + ∑

nk− j · MA j

(1)
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Figure 1. Illustration of the concept: Few measurement data is used for model generation, which in
Figure 1. Illustration of the concept: Few measurement data is used for model generation, which in
turn is being used for the generation of larger sets of training data. This training data is then applied
turn is being used for the generation of larger sets of training data. This training data is then applied to
to a convolutional neuronal network (CNN) for manufacturing process classification.
a convolutional neuronal network (CNN) for manufacturing process classification.

2. The ARMAsel-Approach
2. The ARMAsel-Approach
The ARMAsel-approach was suggested by Broersen and is capable of automatically selecting a
The ARMAsel-approach was suggested by Broersen and is capable of automatically selecting a
time series model based on statistical criterions [26]. Different AR-, MA- and ARMA-models with a
time series model based on statistical criterions [26]. Different AR-, MA- and ARMA-models with a
varying number of coefficients are calculated and the prediction error of all models is determined in
varying number of coefficients are calculated and the prediction error of all models is determined in
order to select the model that features the smallest prediction error [26]. The prediction error
order to select the model that features the smallest prediction error [26]. The prediction error PE( NAR )
PE( NAR ) for an AR-model of the order N AR can be determined based on the residual variance
for an AR-model
of the order NAR can be determined based on the residual variance res( NAR ) and K
res( N
K data points [26,28]:
data
points
[26,28]:
AR ) and
NAR
1 + 1/(K + 1 − j)
N
PE( NAR ) = {res( NAR )} ∏AR 1 + 1 / ( K + 1 − j )
(2)
PE ( N AR ) = {res ( N AR )}j=1 1 − 1/(K + 1 − j)
(2)

∏ 1 − 1 / (K + 1 − j)
j =1

The MA-model of the order NMA and the ARMA-model of the orders ( NAR , NAR − 1) can be
NMA and the
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The MA-model
of number
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evaluated
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[26,29]:
evaluated based on the number of parameters N [26,29]:
1 + N/K
PE( N ) = {res( N )} 1 + N / K
(3)
1
PE ( N ) = {res ( N )} − N/K
(3)

1− N / K

The selected model (referred as ARMAsel) of all calculated AR-, MA- and ARMA-processes
is the one with the smallest prediction error and thus its determination relies solely on statistical
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The selected model (referred as ARMAsel) of all calculated AR-, MA- and ARMA-processes is
the one with the smallest prediction error and thus its determination relies solely on statistical
properties [26]. The definition of the ARMAsel-approach is provided for arbitrary time series. However,
properties [26]. The definition of the ARMAsel-approach is provided for arbitrary time series.
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3. Applying the ARMAsel Algorithm for the Description of Rough Surfaces
3. Applying the ARMAsel Algorithm for the Description of Rough Surfaces
As stated, an examination of the ARMAsel-approach is useful as the best model with the smallest
As stated, an examination of the ARMAsel-approach is useful as the best model with the
prediction error and the required number of parameters can be chosen automatically based on objective
smallest prediction error and the required number of parameters can be chosen automatically based
criteria. Thus, an improved description of technical roughness compared to traditional models and
on objective criteria. Thus, an improved description of technical roughness compared to traditional
their parameters, which are often being selected intuitively, can be achieved.
models and their parameters, which are often being selected intuitively, can be achieved.
In order to test the model with a broad range of different surfaces, the roughness specimens set
In order to test the model with a broad range of different surfaces, the roughness specimens set
Rubert 130 was chosen, which features typical engineering surfaces and represents the most relevant
Rubert 130 was chosen, which features typical engineering surfaces and represents the most relevant
manufacturing principles: Turning, Milling, Horizontal Milling, Grinding, Lapping and Reaming [30].
manufacturing principles: Turning, Milling, Horizontal Milling, Grinding, Lapping and Reaming
The different manufacturing principles are given in varying degrees of roughness, leading to a total
[30]. The different manufacturing principles are given in varying degrees of roughness, leading to a
number of 30 different rough surfaces (see [30]) from six classes. All 30 samples and their nomenclature
total number of 30 different rough surfaces (see [30]) from six classes. All 30 samples and their
are shown in Figure 2 and were measured with a stylus instrument (Hommel Nanoscan) with a
nomenclature are shown in Figure 2 and were measured with a stylus instrument (Hommel
5 µm stylus tip. The measured dataset was filtered and examined with the ARMAsel algorithm by
Nanoscan) with a 5 µm stylus tip. The measured dataset was filtered and examined with the
Broersen [26,28,31,32]. The required ARMAsel algorithms and their implementation are available
ARMAsel algorithm by Broersen [26,28,31,32]. The required ARMAsel algorithms and their
within the ARMASA-toolbox for MatLab [33].
implementation are available within the ARMASA-toolbox for MatLab [33].

Figure 2. Examined samples of varying manufacturing principles: Six different processes with three
Figure 2. Examined samples of varying manufacturing principles: Six different processes with three and
and six roughness degrees are considered.
six roughness degrees are considered.
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Figure 3. Lapping—results with the ARMAsel-algorithm.

Figure 3. Lapping—results with the ARMAsel-algorithm.
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Figure 4. Reaming—results with the ARMAsel-algorithm.
Figure 4. Reaming—results with the ARMAsel-algorithm.

3.3. Ground Surfaces (B1–B6)
3.3. Ground Surfaces (B1–B6)
The Rubert set of roughness specimens contains six different ground surfaces B1–B6. The
The Rubert set of roughness specimens contains six different ground surfaces B1–B6.
observation can be made that for finer surfaces the MA-model has the smallest prediction error,
The observation can be made that for finer surfaces the MA-model has the smallest prediction error,
whereas for rough surfaces an AR-model is more suitable. This effect might as well be caused by the
whereas for rough surfaces an AR-model is more suitable. This effect might as well be caused
discontinuities of the profile B1 (see Figure 5a). As an example, for the sample B6 the AR-model has
by the discontinuities of the profile B1 (see Figure 5a). As an example, for the sample B6 the
the smallest prediction error in about 40 of the 50 evaluated areas. All results are illustrated in Figure
AR-model has the smallest prediction error in about 40 of the 50 evaluated areas. All results are
5. For the rougher surfaces, the prediction error increases as shown in Figure 5d. The number of
illustrated in Figure 5. For the rougher surfaces, the prediction error increases as shown in Figure 5d.
coefficients generally decreases with increasing roughness (Figure 5e). Also here, due to the
The number of coefficients generally decreases with increasing roughness (Figure 5e). Also here, due to
stochastic character of the surface, a small number of parameters is sufficient for an adequate
the stochastic character of the surface, a small number of parameters is sufficient for an adequate
stochastic description.
stochastic description.
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Figure 5. Grinding—results with the ARMAsel-algorithm.

Figure 5. Grinding—results with the ARMAsel-algorithm.

3.4. Horizontally Milled Surfaces (C1–C6)

3.4. Horizontally Milled Surfaces (C1–C6)
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The results are given in Appendix A. For the finer surfaces, all three approaches lead to similar results.
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Figure 6. Coefficient comparison, original data and data with deterministic shape.

As a second criterion, the quality estimation of the proposed models is performed by the
evaluation
of the power-spectral-density
TheB6
PSD
can be obtained
directly from
the as
When
for example
the stochastic profile (PSD).
Grinding
is examined,
the coefficients
do change

based
on
its
discrete
Fourier
transform
(DFT)
with
the
roughness
profile
z
=
z
,
n
=
1,...,
N
the ARMA-model is chosenn instead of the AR-model and only few coefficients are necessary for the
coefficients
:
X k surface.
description
of the
For the deterministic surface however the coefficients do not change as
significantly, as the same model is chosen and the profile already features deterministic characteristics
before the sinusoidal wave is added. Also, the number of coefficients is significantly higher than for
the ground profile.
As a second criterion, the quality estimation of the proposed models is performed by the
evaluation of the power-spectral-density (PSD). The PSD can be obtained directly from the roughness
→
profile z = zn , n = 1, . . . , N based on its discrete Fourier transform (DFT) with the coefficients Xk :
N −1

Xk =

∑

n =0

zn · e

−i ·2π ·k·n
N
,

n = 1, . . . , N, k = 0, . . . , N − 1.

(4)
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The PSD of the profile PSDPk can be calculated from the DFT as follows [34]:
PSDPk =

N
1
| Xk |2 , k = 1, . . . , + 1.
2π · N
2

(5)

In the given definition a factor of 2 needs to be applied in order to ensure the total power
conservation as only one half of the frequencies need to be examined for real-valued signals [34]:
PSDPk = 2 · PSDPk , k = 2, . . . ,

N
+ 1.
2

(6)

With the normalized frequencies:
→

ω=

2π
N
ωk
, ω k = ( k − 1) ·
, k = 1, . . . , + 1.
π
N
2

(7)

and the logarithmic definition of the power:
→

P S D1 = PSD1k , PSD1k = 10 · log10 ( PSDPk )k = 1, . . . ,

N
+ 1.
2

(8)

the normalized PSD PSDP which is based on the profile is defined as:

PSDP =

→

→



ω, P S D1 .

(9)

The PSD can as well be obtained from the ARMA-coefficients (see e.g., [35]). When the two PSDs
are compared with each other, a quality criterion for the ARMA-Model and its coefficients can be
obtained. The PSD based on the ARMA-coefficients can be calculated with the variance σe2 of the
stochastic input signal and the coefficients AR j and MA j [32,35]:
2

NMA

→

P S D2 =

σe2
·
2π

1 + ∑ MA j · e−iωj
j =1

2

NARA

.

(10)

1 + ∑ AR j · e−iωj
j =1

When this second PSD is as well normalized:
→

P S D2 = PSD2k , PSD2k = 10 · log10 ( PSD2k )k = 1, . . . ,

N
+ 1,
2

(11)

a direct comparison to the PSD obtained from the profile is possible in order to perform a
model evaluation.
For the determination of both PSDs the same frequencies are used in order to ensure the best
possible comparability. Then for the comparison, the average squared deviation between the two PSDs
is calculated for all 50 calculated PSDs of each evaluated profile extract and is defined as an evaluation
criterion:
N/2+1
2
∑ PSD1 j − PSD2 j
dev =

j =1

N/2 + 1

.

(12)

The results of the deviations for the examined profiles are given in Table 1. There, the value of dev
is presented as a mean value and standard deviation of all 50 evaluation areas of each sample. It can
be observed that there is no direct correlation between the degree of roughness and the deviation.
However, it can be stated that the more stochastic surfaces do have a better agreement between the two
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5. Training of Classifiers with Simulated Data
The techniques described in the previous sections can be used to generate a variety of profiles
with the predefined characteristics of technical surfaces using only one measurement as input. The idea
behind this approach is to train classification systems for the recognition of technical surface types,
for example in order to support measurement technicians, even when only a small amount of training
data is available [7]. Artificial neural networks (ANN) are an approach to the implementation of
classifiers based only on measurement data sets and are therefore an alternative to signal processing
approaches. Specifically convolutional neural networks (CNN) are successfully used to classify images,
for example for the recognition of handwriting [36] or for recognizing objects in images [37]. Since
profiles extracted from technical surfaces can be interpreted as 1D-grayscale images, the transfer of
these techniques is evident.
5.1. Training Data Generation
The techniques described above (Sections 1–3) are applied for the generation of artificial data
sets with the characteristics of the examined lapped, reamed, ground, horizontally milled, milled and
turned surfaces of Section 3. This means, the Rubert standard 130 is selected as data population source:
the standard features six different manufacturing processes, each in three to six degrees of roughness
(two times three degrees, four times six degrees, in total 30 different samples from six processes as
shown in Figure 2). For each of the 30 samples the 50 different evaluation areas that were extracted
from different locations of a tactile measured dataset used with the ARMAsel algorithm. In doing so,
the stochastic properties of the surface as described in Section 3. For the generation of artificial test
profiles, the AR-, MA- or ARMA-coefficients of the first profile were chosen. The coefficients of the
selected model (ARMAsel) with the smallest prediction error did serve as input parameters for the
training data generation. A gaussian-distributed random number is generated with the length of n
profile points and is normalized with the number of profile points:
→

z rnd = zrnd (i ), i = 1, 2, . . . , n, zrnd (i ) =

zσ
.
n

(13)

zσ is a normal-distributed random value. With the NAR AR-coefficients AR j , j = 1, 2, . . . , NAR
and the NMA MA-coefficients MA j , j = 1, 2, . . . , NMA of the ARMAsel-model, the transfer function
G (z) in the z-domain of the relevant stochastic surface characteristics is calculated as:
NMA

∑ MA j · z− j+1

G (z) =

j =1

NAR

1 + ∑ AR j

.

(14)

· z− j +1

j =2

In order to simulate the training profiles according to the transfer function, the convolution
theorem is used and the randomly distributed initial data is filtered with the function defined in
→
Equation (14). The resulting profile z test = ztest (i ), i = 1, 2, . . . , n is normalized to the interval [−1, 1].
Afterwards, the test profiles are converted into a [0, 255] grayscale image.
Figure 8 shows examples for generated training profiles. Figure 8a displays the first evaluation
area of the profile type Grinding B6 which was utilized for the training data generation. In Figure 8b,
two examples for resulting, normalized generated profiles are shown. When a very deterministic
profile as the profile Turning E6 in Figure 8c is used, the resulting profiles shown in Figure 8d differ
more from the original profile. This is in compliance with the observations made during the model
quality estimation in Section 4. The time series models are most accurate for the description of
stochastic surface structures.
In total, 7000 profiles are generated for each degree of each manufacturing process
(30 × 7000 = 210,000 datasets), which are split into 5000 profiles per class for training
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5.2. CNN Architecture, Traning, and Weights Discussion
5.2. CNN Architecture, Traning, and Weights Discussion
For the classification task, a multi-layer Convolutional Neuronal Network (CNN) is used, similar
For the classification task, a multi-layer Convolutional Neuronal Network (CNN) is used,
to the ones applied to the recognition of features in images. The convolution operators (or their learned
similar to the ones applied to the recognition of features in images. The convolution operators (or
weights) serve to detect features in the data, regardless of their spatial position. This applies well for
their learned weights) serve to detect features in the data, regardless of their spatial position. This
technical surfaces, which are mostly stochastic and/or periodic, thus making the spatial position of a
applies well for technical surfaces, which are mostly stochastic and/or periodic, thus making the
feature irrelevant. The idea behind a multi-layer approach is that on the early layers simple features
spatial position of a feature irrelevant. The idea behind a multi-layer approach is that on the early
such as edges are learned. On the deeper layers these simple elements are combined to more complex
layers simple features such as edges are learned. On the deeper layers these simple elements are
structures. Since no highly complex structures are expected in the data and training effort increases
combined to more complex structures. Since no highly complex structures are expected in the data
with additional levels, only three layers are selected. The convolutional operators are followed by a
and training effort increases with additional levels, only three layers are selected. The convolutional
layer for classification.
operators are followed by a layer for classification.
The architecture of the selected convolutional neural networks is as follows: as pre-processing,
The architecture of the selected convolutional neural networks is as follows: as pre-processing,
the generated profiles (see Section 5.1) are normalized and converted to 8-Bit-grayscale image [0, 255]
the generated profiles (see Section 5.1) are normalized and converted to 8-Bit-grayscale image [0,
of the size 8000 × 1. This is done in order to eliminate the influence of the absolute signal amplitude in
255] of the size 8000 × 1. This is done in order to eliminate the influence of the absolute signal
the data, hence putting a focus on the relative parts of the signal.
amplitude in the data, hence putting a focus on the relative parts of the signal.
The preprocessed profile data is fed to the first convolutional layer with 16 filters of size
The preprocessed profile data is fed to the first convolutional layer with 16 filters of size 10 × 1,
10 × 1, followed by a rectified linear unit (ReLU) Layer and a max-pooling operator with size 4 and a
followed by a rectified linear unit (ReLU) Layer and a max-pooling operator with size 4 and a stride
stride 4, which reduces the first-layer data vector to a vector of size 2000 × 1. The 2nd and 3rd layer
4, which reduces the first-layer data vector to a vector of size 2000 × 1. The 2nd and 3rd layer are
are structured in a similar way: the 2nd and 3rd convolution is each being followed by a ReLU layer
structured in a similar way: the 2nd and 3rd convolution is each being followed by a ReLU layer and
and max-pooling operator, thus the final feature vector size is 125 × 1 (the original data is reduced
max-pooling
operator, thus the final feature vector size is 125 × 1 (the original data is reduced by
by
4(nlayers−1) = 16). The combination of convolution, ReLU layer and pooling is expected to preserve
4(nlayers−1) = 16). The combination of convolution, ReLU layer and pooling is expected to preserve
important information while reducing the overall data volume, resulting in a reduction of computation
important information while reducing the overall data volume, resulting in a reduction of
time [38]. The filter sizes are 10 × 1, the number of filters is 32 in the 2nd and 64 in the 3rd layer.
computation time [38]. The filter sizes are 10 × 1, the number of filters is 32 in the 2nd and 64 in the
3rd layer. The idea behind the constant filter sizes, in combination with the pooling layer is to see
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The architecture is implemented in and trained with Python 3.5.4 and Tensorflow [40] version
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probab (10–20%), varying number of training samples per iteration (50–500), varying training steps
filter numbers (2–64 filters), varying sizes for the fully connected layer (128–2048), varying dropout
(500–20,000), but resulted in similar or slightly worse classification performance, and are thus no
probab (10–20%), varying number of training samples per iteration (50–500), varying training steps
subject to further discussions.
(500–20,000), but resulted in similar or slightly worse classification performance, and are thus no
subject
further discussions.
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Performance
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rate, close to our previous results (~80%) [7].
with 5000 training samples and 30,000 overall profiles for training. This is done to investigate if the
In the 2nd experiment, the set of training data is reduced to simulated data from the middle
CNN can learn a generalized surface model for a manufacturing process from limited training data.
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The classifiers trained with simulated data are applied to the 50 actually measured profiles that were
extracted from the measurement data of each of the 30 the Rubert standards (1500 profiles in total).
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5.3.1. Classification Performance with the Full Set of Training Data
First, the full set of training samples, generated from one evaluation area each of all 30 samples
is being used for training (in total 150,000 profiles), and then applied to the real measurement data
set (50 profiles on 30 samples = 1500 profiles total). The overall classification rate of the trained
classifier is defined as the number of correctly classified samples, divided by the total number of
samples. Since the number of samples per class differs (150 for classes Lapping and Reaming and
300 for the remaining classes), the average or mean classification performance, defined as the mean of
classification performance of all classes is calculated as a 2nd metric.
With 2000 training steps, an overall classification rate of 70.13% (mean of classification
performance 68.77%) is achieved. This improves to 78.13% (mean of classification performance:
77.61%) when training for 20,000 steps, which hints that after 2000 steps the CNN training process
is not yet finished. The classification rate is lower than the 86.88% percent classification achieved
with a simulation model for technical surfaces based on a defined PSD function presented in the
previous work [7]. However, in the previous study only two classes—compared to six in the present
study—and thus a considerably simpler task were examined. Overall, the classification performance
above 70% is more than 4× higher than a naïve (random) estimator which is 1/6 = 16.67%, but can still
be subject to improvement. The classification performance varies between the classes (see Table 2 and
Figure 10), and with increasing number of training steps (first and 2nd entry in each cell in Table 2).
In order to quantify how distinct a classification is, a metric based on the output vector of the SoftMax
layer for each sample is introduced. For the prediction significance S (shown in Figures 10 and 11)
two cases are distinguished: If the input profile is classified correctly, the significance value S of the
k-th recognition is defined as the difference between the maximum of the SoftMax-vector and the 2nd
largest value in the SoftMax-vector. Else, if the sample is classified incorrectly, the significance value S
is defined as the difference between the maximum of the SoftMax-vector and the prediction probability
of the true class in the SoftMax-vector. Thus, with the given definition, the prediction significance
provides a normalized measure between −1 and 1. A prediction significance of 1 means that the best
possible prediction is present. A negative number indicates that the sample is incorrectly classified.
An absolute value of S close to zero indicates that the classification is ambiguous.
Table 2. Classification performance of the CNN trained with the full training set A1–E6 with actual
measurement data after 2000 training steps (upper row) and 20,000 steps (lower row).
Lapping as

Reaming as

Grinding as

Milling as

Turning as

Lapping in % (n)

100 (150)
98.67 (148)

0 (0)
0 (0)

27.33 (82)
1.33 (4)

Horizontal Milling as
0 (0)
0 (0)

0 (0)
0 (0)

0 (0)
0 (0)

Reaming in % (n)

0 (0)
0 (0)

24 (36)
51.33 (77)

0 (0)
0 (0)

14.67 (44)
14 (42)

5 (15)
3.66 (11)

0 (0)
0 (0)

Grinding in % (n)

0 (0)
1.33 (2)

0.66 (1)
0.66 (1)

61.67 (185)
96 (288)

50 (16,67)
7.33 (22)

6.67 (20)
8.67 (26)

0 (0)
0 (0)

Horizontal Milling
in % (n)

0 (0)
0 (0)

16.67 (25)
16.67 (25)

3.67 (11)
1.67 (5)

68.33 (205)
76.33 (229)

2.67 (8)
13 (39)

0 (0)
0 (0)

Milling in % (n)

0 (0)
0 (0)

58.67 (88)
28.67 (43)

7.33 (22)
1 (3)

0.33 (1)
2.33 (7)

58.67 (176)
43.33 (130)

0 (0)
0 (0)

Turning in % (n)

0 (0)
0 (0)

0 (0)
2.67 (4)

0 (0)
0 (0)

0 (0)
0 (0)

27 (81)
31.33 (94)

100 (300)
100 (300)

All three roughness degrees A1–A3 from the class Lapping were identified correctly (~100%
performance) with a significance close to 1. For the class Reaming, only 24% of the samples A4–A6
are classified correctly after 2000 steps which increases to 51% after 20,000 training steps. Of all the
classes, Reaming classification performed worst and solutions for a better distinction of reamed and
milled surfaces are subject to future work. The significance of the prediction for Reaming increases
with the number of training steps, meaning that after 20,000 steps, the significance is close to either +1
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or −1. With fewer training steps, almost 60% of the Reaming data is misclassified as milled surfaces.
This means that there are stochastic similarities between the two classes which should be examined
further, especially since Grinding is not misclassified as Reaming. This decreases to 29% with the
6, 3
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Figure 10. Prediction significance of the CNN trained with the full set of training data A1–E6:
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Table 3. Classification performance of the CNN trained with the reduced training set with actual
measurement data after 2000 training steps (upper row) and 20,000 steps (lower row).

Table 3. Classification performance of the CNN trained with the reduced training set with actual
Lapping as Reaming as Grinding as Horizontal Milling as Milling as Turning as
measurement data after 2000 training steps (upper row) and 20,000 steps (lower row).
Lapping in % (n)

100 (150)

0 (0)

46 (138)

8.33 (25)

0 (0)

100 (150)

0 (0)

40.33 (121)

0 (0)

0 (0)

0 (0)

0 (0)

66.67 (100)

16.67 (50)

18 (54)

0 (0)

46
(138)
16.33
(49)
40.33 (121)

8.33
16.67(25)
(50)
0 (0)

0 (0)
50 (150)

66.67 (100)
14 (21)
83.33 (125)

0 (0)(130)
43.33
16.33 (49)

16.67
16.67(50)
(50)
16.67 (50)

33.332.67
(50)(4)
14 (21)

54 (162)
0 (0)
43.33 (130)

8.33
66.67(25)
(200)
16.67 (50)

0 (0)0 (0)
2.67 (4)

0 0(0)
(0)
0 (0)

66.67
(200)
0 (0)
66.67 (200)

0 (0)0 (0)
0 (0)

0 0(0)
(0)
0 (0)

00(0)
(0)
0 (0)

0 (0)
0 (0)

0 (0)
0 (0)

0 (0)
0 (0)

Lapping as

Reaming in % (n)
100 (150)0 (0)
Lapping in % (n)

100 (150)

Grinding in % (n)0 (0)

Reaming in % (n)

0 (0)

Horizontal Milling
% (n)
Grinding in %in(n)

0 (0)
0 (0)

0 (0)

0 (0) 0 (0)
0 (0)
0 (0)

Horizontal Milling
Millingin % (n) 0 (0) 0 (0)
0 (0)
in % (n)
Turning in % (n) 0 (0)

Milling in % (n)

Turning in % (n)

0 (0)
0 (0)
0 (0)

0 (0)

0 (0)

Reaming as

083.33
(0) (125)
0 (0)
33.33 (50)
0 (0)

0 (0)

0 (0)

Grinding as
0 (0)

54 (162)
0 (0)

0 (0)

0 (0)

Horizontal Milling as

8.33 (25)

66.67 (200)
0 (0)

0 (0)

0 (0)

Milling as
0 (0)

32 (96)

Turning as

0 (0)
33.33 (100)

18 (54) 33.33 (50)
0 (0)
50 (150)

16 (48)

8 (24)

0 (0)
0 (0)
0 (0)
0 (0)

(96) 16.67 (50)33.33 (100)
11.3332
(34)
0 (0)

17.33 (52)
16.67 (50)

33.33 (50)

0 (0)

16 (48)
12 (36)
11.33 (34)

8 (24)
16.67 (50)

0 (0)

58.67 (176)

17.33
26.67
(80) (52) 50 (150)
12 (36)

0 (0)
0 (0)

16.67 (50)
26.67 (80)

58.67 (176)
50 (150)

In summary, only Milling (and Grinding after 20,000 training steps) was classified incorrectly
by more than 50%. For five of six classes, application of the CNN-based classifier resulted in a better
performance than a naïve guess. All the process-grades used for training data generation (indicated
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with an arrow in Figure 11) were identified close to 100% correctly. This shows that the character of
the same machining process, but different roughness, differs considerably. Investigations of these
scale effects and their consideration in the CNN are subject to future work. The generalization of the
stochastic properties of a single evaluation area of one roughness degree to different process degrees is
only valid for Lapping. Reaming, Grinding, Horizontal Milling, Turning and Milling showed problems
in generalization, especially with the tending to finer grades. This means that the degree of roughness
of these manufacturing principles has an influence on the stochastic properties of the surfaces.
However, with just one dataset of each manufacturing principle, a CNN could be trained that
featured a recognition rate of approximately 60%. This means that based on this small database
extracted from the ARMAsel approach, already an artificial neural network with classification
performance close to 4× high than a naïve guess could be created, which is a promising result.
A discussion and analysis of the weights in the CNN is omitted, since the visual interoperation of the
weights is not possible. The next step in the classification process is to apply the obtained classifier
to a larger number of different technical surfaces and samples in order to check whether a similar
classification rate can be achieved. To use and distribute the system successfully, a classification rate of
about 90% is desirable. Thus for the required enhancement of the classification rate, both the approach
for data generation and the structure of the CNN are subject to future improvement. One approach can
be the transformation of the surfaces from spatial to frequency domain and training of the classifier
based on the PSD. Also a combined approach using both the spatial and frequency domain as input
data is possible.
6. Conclusions
A routine was examined to determine the best possible time series model for the description
of rough surfaces. With this model, the PSD and ACF of the surface could be calculated and the
determined coefficients of the times series models were used as input data for the generation of
artificial surfaces with desired stochastic properties.
This can enhance a previously described method [7] for training classifiers of ANNs: in order to
generate more realistic training data for the ANN, surface profiles of various manufacturing principles
were generated based on actual measurement data, without the requirement for manual input. Based
on the ARMAsel algorithm [26], a systematic investigation of the description of rough surfaces with
the aid of time series models was conducted. This was done by examining a broad range of surface
types. In doing so, the chosen models, their number of parameters and the resulting prediction errors
were determined at different evaluation positions. The AR-model and ARMA-model most often lead
to the smallest prediction error, the MA-model leads to similar results for some surfaces and is best
suitable for the description of fine, stochastic surfaces.
Regarding the description of rough surfaces with time series models, the following conclusions
were drawn: for the required number of parameters, the complexity of the roughness structure is the
most relevant influence. Moreover, for most surface types, finer surfaces require more parameters as
more frequencies are present. More stochastic profiles usually obtain a reduced number of parameters
in comparison to deterministic profiles. When the quality of the models is estimated, the best results
were achieved for stochastic surfaces. Surfaces which feature deterministic patterns caused by the
manufacturing process could not be fully described with the proposed stochastic models, required
more coefficients and exhibited a higher difference between the PSDs extracted from the profile and
the coefficients.
Based on the calculated AR-, MA- and ARMA-models an improved generation of artificial
technical surfaces compared to previous work [7] was proposed. In doing so, the stochastic profile data
was obtained from measured datasets. The described method can assist in an automated recognition
of manufacturing principles of technical surfaces which can support the operators of measuring
instruments in the evaluation process with suggestions for evaluation parameters. With only one 4 mm
profile extract for each class of all manufacturing principles and the according ARMA-coefficients,
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training data for a CNN was generated which was able to determine the manufacturing principle of
actual measurement data with a rate of approximately 78%. Thus, much stochastic surface information
of various manufacturing principles was obtained with only very few measured data.
The classification performance dropped to about 60% when only one sample per class was used
for data simulation, which is still about 4× higher than a naïve classifier. The Lapping processes were
recognized reliably for varying degrees of roughness. Other manufacturing principles indicated a
variation of the stochastic properties with the degree of roughness.
With the given results, it was shown that the ARMAsel approach can be used to extract the
stochastic information of varying technical surfaces. This information allows a reliable artificial surface
data generation. The resulting simulated profiles were used for training classifiers that achieved a high
recognition rate and can serve as a framework for an automated determination of surface evaluation
parameters. One current drawback is the lack of a larger validation set of independent test samples for
classification. Thus, the current approach should be validated with a broader data base.
In upcoming studies, surfaces which feature deterministic and long-wave structures should be
examined more in depth. As areal surface topography measurement is a subject of growing interest,
the stochastic properties of 3D-topographies should as well be examined by an extension of the
proposed methods.
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Figure A3. Turning—results of the ARMAsel approach.

Figure A3. Turning—results of the ARMAsel approach.
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